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Focus of our research is on software enablement of parallel algorithms on a
wide range of extreme scale platforms
Parallel Algorithms
Structured-parallel execution model
1) Lightweight asynchronous tasks and data
transfers
§ Creation: async tasks, future tasks, datadriven tasks
§ Termination: finish, future get, await
§ Data Transfers: asyncPut, asyncGet
2) Locality control for task and data
distribution
§ Computation and Data Distributions:
hierarchical places, global name space
3) Inter-task synchronization operations
§ Mutual exclusion: isolated, actors
§ Collective and point-to-point operations:
phasers, accumulators

Habanero
Programming
Models
Habanero
Compilers &
Parallel IRs
Habanero
Runtime
Systems

Languages: DFGL, OpenMP extensions
Libraries: Habanero-C/C++, HabaneroJava, Habanero-Scala
Compiler Extensions for explicit
parallelism: Polyhedral+AST optimizers
for C/C++ programs (src-to-src, LLVM),
bytecode optimizers for Java
Runtime Extensions for asynchronous
tasks, data transfers, heterogeneity:
Habanero-C++, Open Community
Runtime (OCR), HC-MPI, HJlib
cooperative runtime

Extreme Heterogeneity
Platforms

http://habanero.rice.edu
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FIGURE 2. Four future computing approaches and the extent to which they disrupt the
traditional computing stack (left). At the far right (level 4) are non−von Neumann architectures, which completely disrupt all stack levels, from device to algorithm. At the least
disruptive end (level 1) are more “Moore” approaches, such as new transistor technology
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Range of Approaches (and disruptions!) for
Memory-Centric Processing

§

Non-Von Neumann approaches promise even larger levels of
disruption, e.g., use of Quantum Computing as an Accelerator
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Another example of a possible analog accelerator …
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Opportunities for Order-of-Magnitude Improvements
through Hardware-Software Customization (Old Example)
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Mainstream
Example:Instances
GPU-Accelerated Computing
Accelerated Computing
Instances
in Amazon EC2 (https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/)
P2
P2 instances are intended for general-purpose GPU compute
applications.
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High Frequency Intel Xeon E5-2686v4 (Broadwell)
Processors
High-performance NVIDIA K80 GPUs, each with 2,496
parallel processing cores and 12GiB of GPU memory
Supports GPUDirect™ (peer-to-peer GPU communication)
Provides Enhanced Networking using the Amazon EC2

Use Cases

Elastic Network Adaptor with up to 20Gbps of aggregate
network bandwidth within a Placement Group

Machine learning, high performance databases, computational fluid
dynamics, computational finance, seismic analysis, molecular modeling,

EBS-optimized by default at no additional cost

genomics, rendering, and other server-side GPU compute workloads.

Mainstream Example: How
FPGA it
Computing
Works Instances in Amazon
EC2 (https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/)
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Source: https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/f1

Accelerators
in Top500

§ Lack of code portability is already a significant issue, and it is becoming worse.
§ After years of effort, less than half of codes running on DOE supercomputers use GPUs and
still fewer use them effectively.
§ Extreme Heterogeneity in computer architectures is relatively new, and not well understood
by the HPC community.
Source: http://www.slideshare.net/top500/top500-list-november-2014?related=1

§12

Heterogeneous Hardware leads to “Hybrid Programming” …
1. for (int step = 0; step < nsteps; step++) {
2.
stencil<<<grid, block, shared_size>>>(d_next, d_curr, ...);
3.
if (rank < nprocs - 1) {
4.
// copy up to the next rank and receive from it
5.
cudaMemcpy(h_next + ..., d_next + ...);
6.
MPI_Isend(h_next + ..., ...);
7.
MPI_Irecv(h_next + ..., ...);
8.
}
9.
. . .
10.
if (rank < nprocs - 1) {
11.
MPI_Wait(&high_send_request);
12.
MPI_Wait(&high_recv_request);
13.
cudaMemcpy(d_next + ..., h_next + ...);
14.
}
15. }

… and Hybrid Programming has to become mainstream,
not just a stunt!

Zonkey

Liger

Jaglion
Image source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hybrid_(biology)

Why is Hybrid Programming a hard problem?
§ Each heterogeneous hardware component has its own
programming model and performance constraints
§ e.g., multicore CPU, manycore CPU, GPU, DSP, FPGA, ASIC, …

§ Current approaches to integrating heterogeneous
programming models can lead to challenging outcomes
§ Unpredictable semantics, unpredictable performance, challenges
in functional and performance debugging, …

Our Approach: Hybrid by Design
§ If your starting point is a general unified execution model for
extreme scale computing, then “hybridizations” can be viewed
as orthogonal combinations of features, e.g.,
§
§
§
§

Accelerator parallelism + Multicore parallelism + Cluster parallelism
Heterogeneous memories
Distributed compute (includes near-memory computation)
...

§ Key benefits: semantic guarantees, performance portability

Habanero Execution Model underlies all our software research
1) Lightweight asynchronous tasks and data transfers
§ Creation: async tasks, future tasks, data-driven tasks
§ Termination: finish, future get, await
§ Data Transfers: asyncPut, asyncGet
2) Locality control for control and data distribution
§ Computation and Data Distributions: hierarchical places, global name space
3) Inter-task synchronization operations
§ Mutual exclusion: global/object-based isolation, actors
§ Collective and point-to-point operations: phasers, accumulators
Claim: these execution model primitives enable programmability, portability,
performance, and debuggability for extreme scale software and hardware

Pedagogy using Habanero execution model
§ Sophomore-level CS Course at Rice (http://comp322.rice.edu)
§ Approach: “Simple things should be simple, complex things should be possible”
§ Introduce students to fundamentals of parallel programming
§ Primitive constructs for task creation & termination, collective & point-to-point
synchronization, task and data distribution, and data parallelism
§ Parallel algorithms & data structures including lists, trees, graphs, matrices
§ 3-course introductory Coursera specialization on “Parallel, Concurrent and Distributed
Programming in Java” launched on 7/31/2017 (http://bit.ly/pcdpjava)
§ Approach: use pedagogy from Rice COMP 322 course to target Java developers who
have never before taken a course on parallel programming
§ Future plan: create online specialization on parallel programming in C++ based on
Habanero execution model, targeted to first-year graduate students (Masters & PhD)

Example: Habanero abstraction of a CUDA kernel
invocation
async at(GPU1)

forall(blockIdx)

async at(GPU2)

forallPhased(threadIdx)

Target Platforms
Habanero execution model is being mapped to a wide range of platforms
§ Current/past systems
§
§
§
§
§

Multicore SMPs (IBM, Intel)
Discrete GPUs (AMD, NVIDIA), Integrated GPUs (AMD, Intel)
FPGA (Convey)
HPC Clusters, Hadoop/Spark Clusters
Embedded processors: TI Keystone

§ Future systems
§ Members of “Rogues Gallery” in Georgia Tech’s Center for Research into Novel
Computing Hierarchies (CRNCH): Emu Chick, 3D Stacked Memories w/ FPGAs,
Neuromorphic Hardware, …

3D Stacked Memories
with FPGAs

§ Rogues Gallery includes
FPGA
platforms
(Arria 10, Ultrascale+)
CRNCH traditional
Rogues Gallery
— 3 Nov
2017
and stacked memory variants
§ Enables “near-memory” and memory-centric processing.
§ FPGA platforms enable prototypes of non-traditional accelerators like
Automata, Sparse data engines, etc.
§ Current work in CRNCH is supported in part by Micron hardware donation.

tolerate less latency.

Emu Chick
Memory

Memory

Migrate on read
Gossamer CPU

Rogues
Gallery — 3Memory
Nov 2017Side
§ “Migratory

Gossamer CPU

// Habanero abstraction of
// remote read of location A
at (HOME(A)) {
continuation after reading A,
...
}

8/16
Processing” to exploit weak locality.
§ Data for graph edge attributes, documents, etc. reside nearby even if
accessed irregularly.
§ Moving threads to data on reads means all accesses are local, common
case needs to tolerate less latency.

Outline for rest of talk
§ Type system & inference for place locality
(Programming Model)
§ Optimized Two-Level Parallelization for GPUs
(Compiler)
§ Hierarchical Place Tree for Locality, Heterogeneity,
and Distribution (Runtime)

Memory-Centric Programming with Places
HERE

THERE

T q

T p

int x
T f
T g
p.x
q = p.f
r = p.g
r.x

T r

Place Types

Type inference for locality analysis of distributed data structures.
Satish Chandra, Vijay Saraswat, Vivek Sarkar, Ras Bodik. PPoPP 2008.

Memory-Centric Programming with Places
HERE

THERE

T q

T p

objects don’t migrate, so
migrate the computation
over there to read a value

int x
T f
T g
T r
at (r) r.x

12/3/17

Memory-Centric Programming with Places
HERE

THERE

TT qq

T p

int x
T f
T g
T r
at (r)
r.xr.x
at (r)
q.xq.x

12/3/17

Place Types

Example: Evenly Distributed Binary Tree

Example (contd.)
1. class DarkNode {

1. class LightNode {

2.

DarkNode@! left;

2.

Node@? left;

3.

DarkNode@! right;

3.

Node@! right;

4.
5.

4.
int count () {

6.

return left.count() +

7.
8.
9. }

right.count() + 1;
}

5.

int count () {

6.

int l = at (left) left.count();

7.

int r = right.count();

8.

return l + r + 1;

9.
10.}

}

Summary of results
§ Type system for places: in a distributed program with at
statements, ensure that all dereferences are local
§ Based on an equality-based constraint system
§ Therefore admits standard type inference machinery
§ Includes support for distributed arrays

§ Algorithm for automatic inference of place types

Outline for rest of talk
§ Type system & inference for place locality
(Programming Model)
§ Optimized Two-Level Parallelization for GPUs
(Compiler)
§ Hierarchical Place Tree for Locality, Heterogeneity,
and Distribution (Runtime)

Polyhedral Compilation Frameworks
§ Polyhedral model
§ Algebraic framework for affine program optimizations
§ Unified view that captures arbitrary loop structures
§ Generalized loop transformations as form of affine transform

§ Significant advancements over traditional AST-based transformations

§ Polyhedral compilation for GPUs (focus of this work)
§ End-to-end frameworks
§
§
§
§

C-to-CUDA [M. Baskaran, et al., CC 2010]
R-Stream [A. Leung, et al., GPGPU 2010]
PPCG [S. Verdoolaege, et al., TACO 2013]
This work [J. Shirako & V. Sarkar, CC 2017]

§ Input: Sequential C. Output: Optimized CUDA/OpenCL.

GPU Execution Model
Grid

block 0

block 1

threads with sync
shared memory

block N-1

threads with sync
shared memory

...

threads with sync
shared memory

No synchronization supported among blocks
global memory
§ Two levels of parallelism within a GPU kernel
§ Threads (inner level): inter-thread barriers supported within a block
§ Blocks (outer level): limited inter-block synchronization
§ Memory hierarchy management
§ Explicit data transfers between global and shared (local) memories

Past work: PPCG Polyhedral Optimizer
§ Coarse-grained parallelization policy [TACO 2013]
§ Compute polyhedral schedule (loop transformations) based on PLuTo algorithm developed for CPUs
§ Map the outermost parallel loop in the schedule to both GPU blocks & threads
// Input (variant of Jacobi-2d)
for (t = 0; t < T; t++) {
for (i = 1; i < N-1; i++)
for (j = 1; j < N-1; j++)
B[i][j] = (A[i][j] + A[i][j-1]
+ A[i][j+1]) / 3.0;
for (i = 1; i < N-1; i++)
for (j = 1; j < N-1; j++)
A[i][j] = B[i][j];
}

•

i-loop
•

•

synchronization-free parallelism

j-loop
•
•

cross-iteration dependence
accesses inner array dimension

// Output of PPCG (CUDA kernel)
b0 = blockIdx.x;
// i-tile (block-x)
t0 = threadIdx.x;
// i
(thread-x)
for (c1 = 0; c1 <= T-1; c1+=32)
// t-tile
for (c2 = 2 * c1; c2 <= ...; c2+=32) { // j-tile
if (...)
for (c4 = ...; c4 <= ...; c4+=1)
// t
for (c5 = ...; c5 <= ...; c5+=1) { // j
if (N + 2 * c1 + 2 * c4 >= c2 + c5 + 2)
B[32*b0+t0][-2*c1+c2-2*c4+c5] = ...;
if (g7+c3 >= 2*g5+2*c2+2)
A[32*b0+t0][-2*g5+g7-2*c2+c3-1] = ...;
}
}

i-loop is mapped to blocks & threads
j-loop is executed sequentially;
no memory coalescing

Our Work: Optimized Two-level Parallelization for GPUs
§ Existing polyhedral approaches to GPUs
§ Compute schedule — i.e., transformations — based on PLuTo algorithm
§ Map the outermost parallelism in schedule to blocks & threads
§ Fundamentally same optimizations between block and thread

§ Block-level : synchronization-free parallelism is mandatory
§ Thread-level : can include barriers, important to coalesce memory accesses
•

Our approach: two-level parallelization for GPUs
• Compute two schedules with different optimization policies
• Block-level : outermost synchronization-free parallelism
• Thread-level : parallelism with good coalescing + inter-thread synchronizations
• Superposition to integrate block-level and thread-level schedules
• DL memory cost model to maximize coalesced memory access for threads
Optimized Two-Level Parallelization for GPU Accelerators using the Polyhedral Model.
Jun Shirako, Akihiro Hayashi, Vivek Sarkar. CC 2017.

Polyhedral Compilation Framework
§ Polyhedral model
§ Algebraic framework for affine program representations & transformations
§ Unified view that captures arbitrary loop structures
§ Generalize loop transformations as form of affine transform

§ Polyhedral representations (SCoP format)
§ Domain 𝐷Si : set of statement instances for statement Si
§ Access 𝑨Si : mapping an instance to array element(s) to be accessed
§ Schedule 𝚯Si : mapping an instance to lexicographical time stamp (time mapping)
§ Extended in our work with a space mapping,

§

Domain
S1:

S2:

for (i = 0; i < M; i++)
for (j = 0; j < N; j++)
C[i][j] = 0.0;
for (i = 0; i < M; i++)
for (j = 0; j < N; j++)
for (k = 0; k < K; k++)
C[i][j] = C[i][j] + A[i][k] * B[k][j];

𝐷S1 = { (i, j) :
0 ≤ i ≤ M-1, 0 ≤ j ≤ N-1 }"
𝐷S2 = { (i, j, k) : 0 ≤ i ≤ M-1, 0 ≤ j ≤ N-1, 0 ≤ k ≤ K-1 }"
§ Domain 𝐷Si : set of statement instances for statement Si

Example of Schedule Transformation (Time Mapping)
S1:

S2:

for (i = 0; i < M; i++)
for (j = 0; j < N; j++)
C[i][j] = 0.0;
for (i = 0; i < M; i++)
for (j = 0; j < N; j++)
for (k = 0; k < K; k++)
C[i][j] = C[i][j]
+ A[i][k] * B[k][j];

𝚯S1(i, j) = (0, i, j)"
𝚯S2(i, j, k) = (1, i, j, k)"

•

S1:
S2:

for (i = 0; i < M; i++) {
for (j = 0; j < N; j++) {
C[i][j] = 0.0;
for (k = 0; k < K; k++)
C[i][j] = C[i][j]
+ A[i][k] * B[k][j];
} }

transformation"

codegen"

𝚯S1(i, j) = (0, i, j, 0)"
𝚯S2(i, j, k) = (0, i, j, 1, k)"

Schedule 𝚯Si(i): mapping statement instance i to "time stamp" vector
•

Statement instances are executed in lexicographical order of schedules

•

Transformation = new schedule that optimizes performance while obeying dependences

§

Example of Schedule Transformation (Space Mapping)
// high-level forall
forall (i = 0; i < M; i++)
forall (j = 0; j < N; j++)
S1:
C[i][j] = 0.0;

// CUDA threads in a block
i = threadIdx.y;
j = threadIdx.x;
S1: C[i][j] = 0.0;

𝚯S1(i, j) = (iy, jx)"

§ Space-mapping 𝚯Si(i): mapping instance i to (logical) processor id
§ Represents parallelism, no sequential ordering across processor ids
§ Time mapping can be used to order instances mapped to the same processor id
§

Composition of Time- and Space-mapping
§ Scattering function
§ In a multidimensional scattering function, some dimensions represent time-mappings while others
represent space-mappings
§ Captures both sequential loop transformations and parallelization in a single
// Jacobi-2d kernel (high-level forall)
for (t = 0; t < T; t++) {
forall (i = …; i < …; i++)
forall (j = …; j < …; j++)
S1:
B[i][j] = (A[i][j] + A[i][j-1]
+ A[i][j+1]) / 3.0;
barrier;
forall (i = …; i < …; i++)
forall (j = …; j < …; j++)
S2:
A[i][j] = B[i][j];
barrier;
}
𝚯S1

𝚯S2

// Jacobi-2d kernel (CUDA threads)
for (t = 0; t < T; t++) {
i = threadIdx.y + …;
j = threadIdx.x + …;
S1:
B[i][j] = (A[i][j] + A[i][j-1]
+ A[i][j+1]) / 3.0;
__syncthreads();
i = threadIdx.y + …;
j = threadIdx.x + …;
S2:
A[i][j] = B[i][j];
__syncthreads();
}

= (t, 0, iy, jx)"
= (t, 1, iy, jx)"

Space-mapping dimensions are annotated with subscripts

§

Overall Flow for our approach

§ Transformations and parallelization
§ Thread-level transformations
§ Extended memory cost model (DL model) to GPU memory warps
§ Detect loop parallelism with good coalesced memory access; map to the innermost thread dimension

§ Block-level transformations (independent of thread-level transformations)
§ Detect & map sync-free parallelism to block dimensions

§ Superposed into final scattering function

§ Shared memory and register optimizations
1. Individual tiles are identified after superposition
2. Array elements to be used/modified within each tile are computed
3. Insert data transfers to/from shared memory or registers

§

Superposition
§ Two scattering functions per statement
§ Block-level scattering function, 𝚯Sout(i)
§ Many-to-one function to assign multiple instances i to same value
§ Must be fully permutable

§ Thread-level scattering function, 𝚯S(i)
§ One-to-one function to assign each instance i to a unique value

§ Superposition as loop tiling
§ Block-level: specify inter-tile schedule (individual tiles)
§ Thread-level: specify intra-tile schedule (iterations within a tile)

§

Example of Superposition
// Input (variant of Jacobi-2d)
for (t = 0; t < T; t++) {
for (i = 1; i < N-1; i++)
for (j = 1; j < N-1; j++)
S1:
B[i][j] = (A[i][j] + A[i][j-1]
+ A[i][j+1]) / 3.0;
for (i = 1; i < N-1; i++)
for (j = 1; j < N-1; j++)
S2:
A[i][j] = B[i][j];
}

Schedule for original code:"
𝚯S1 = (t, 0, i, j)"
𝚯S2 = (t, 1, i, j)"
Block scattering function:"
𝚯S1 out = (ix)"
𝚯S2 out = (ix)"
Thread scattering function:"
𝚯S1 = (t, 0, iy, jx)"
𝚯S2 = (t, 1, iy, jx)"

// Superposed (final code)
c1 = blockIdx.x;
for (c5 = 0; c5 <= T-1; c5++) {
c3 = 32 * c1 + threadIdx.y;
if (c3 >= 1 && c3 <= N-2) {
for (c7 = 0; c7 <= …; c7++) {
c9 = 32 * c7 + threadIdx.x;
if (c9 >= 1 && c9 <= N-2)
S1:
B[c3][c9] = …
}}
__syncthreads();
c3 = 32 * c1 + threadIdx.y;
if (c3 >= 1 && c3 <= N-2) {
for (c7 = 0; c7 <= …; c7++) {
c9 = 32 * c7 + threadIdx.x;
if (c9 >= 1 && c9 <= 1998)
S2:
A[c3][c9] = B[c3][c9];
}}
__syncthreads();
}}}

superposition"

// i-tile (blk-x)
// t
// i
(thrd-y)
// j-tile
// j
(thrd-x)

// i

(thrd-y)

// j-tile
// j
(thrd-x)

codegen"

Superposed scattering function:"
𝚯S1 = (⎣ix / 32⎦, t, 0, iy, jx)"
𝚯S2 = (⎣ix / 32⎦, t, 1, iy, jx)"

(assumes tile size of 32)"

Profitability Analysis via DL Memory Cost Function
§ Loop with best memory coalescing
§ Partial derivative of memory cost w.r.t. Tk :

∂mem_cost(T1, T2, ..., Td)
∂Tk

§ Reduction rate of memory cost when increasing Tk
§ Parallel loop with most negative value
→ most profitable loop for memory cost minimization
→ mapped to innermost thread dimension

§ Profitability of loop fusion
§

Comparing mem_cost(T1, T2, ..., Td) before and after fusion
§ Memory cost decreased → fusion is profitable
§

Other criteria, e.g., loss of parallelism, are also considered

§

Experimental Setup
§ Platforms
§ Intel Xeon X5660 + NVIDIA Tesla M2050 GPU (Fermi)
§ 13SM x 32-core, total 448 CUDA Cores

§ IBM POWER8 + NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU (Kepler)
§ 14SMX x 192-core, total 2496 CUDA Cores

§ Benchmarks (sequential C programs)
§ PolyBench-C 3.2
§ SPEC Accel : 314.omriq and 357.sp (two kernels from x_solve)

§ Experimental variants
§ Sequential : gcc -O3 on CPU
§ PPCG : Polyhedral Parallel Code Generator from INRIA
§ PolyAST+GPU : Two-level parallelization for GPUs (proposed)

§

Speedup vs. CPU sequential GCC (Fermi 448-core)

0.6

§
§
§
§

block-level : PolyAST+GPU has same schedule as PPCG
thread-level : different schedules due to superposition and coalescing policy
PPCG has more efficient code generation method (e.g., # threads can be ≤ block size)
Geometric mean speedup : 44.8× by PPCG and 85.9× by PolyAST+GPU
§

Relative improvement of our work over PPCG ~ 1.8x

Speedup vs. CPU sequential GCC (Kepler 2496-core)

0.3
§
§
§
§

0.5

block-level : PolyAST+GPU has same schedule as PPCG
thread-level : different schedules due to superposition and coalescing policy
PPCG has more efficient code generation method (e.g., # threads can be ≤ block size)
Geometric mean speedup : 45.6× by PPCG and 95.5× by PolyAST+GPU
§ Relative improvement of our work over PPCG ~ 2.1x

Outline for rest of talk
§ Type system & inference for place locality
(Programming Model)
§ Optimized Two-Level Parallelization for GPUs
(Compiler)
§ Hierarchical Place Tree for Locality, Heterogeneity,
and Distribution (Runtime)

Load Balancing with Work-Stealing Schedulers
steal tasks

deque
head
tail

pop
tasks

push
tasks

w1

w2

w3

Core

Core

Core

w4
Core

Urgent need for
extensions that support
locality with work-stealing

Locality-aware Scheduling for CPUs using the
Hierarchical Place Tree (HPT) abstraction
PL0

§ Model target system as a tree/hierarchy
PL1
§ Workers attached to leaf places
PL3
PL4
PL5
§ Each place has a queue
w0
w1
w2
§ async at(<pl>) <stmt>: push task on place pl’s queue
§ Destination place can be determined by programmer, compiler or runtime
§ Current policy (can also be applied to distributed work-stealing)
§ A worker executes tasks from ancestor places from bottom-up
§ W0 executes tasks from PL3, PL1, PL0
§ Tasks in a place queue can be executed by all workers in its subtree
§ Task in PL2 can be executed by workers W2 or W3

PL2

Hierarchical Place Trees: A Portable Abstraction for Task Parallelism and Date Movement.
Yonghong Yan, Jisheng Zhao, Yi Guo, Vivek Sarkar. LCPC 2009.

PL6

w3

Extending HPT with Tuning Tree for Temporal Locality
Aﬃnity	
  Group	
  A	
  
	
   A,	
  1	
   A,2	
   A,3	
  

…
w0

…
Tuning Tree
(Staging area)

…
…

w1

Hierarchical Place Tree
(Execution Area)

“Declarative Tuning for Locality in Parallel Programs.” Sanjay Chatterjee, Nick Vrvilo, Zoran
Budimlic, Kathleen Knobe, Vivek Sarkar. ICPP 2016

w3

Use of HPT for Tuning Locality (contd)
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Tuning Tree
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(Execution Area)
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Use of HPT for Tuning Locality (contd)

…
w0

…

A,3	
  

Tuning Tree
(Staging area)

…
S,2	
  
S,	
  1	
  

…

w1

Hierarchical Place Tree
(Execution Area)

w3

Distributed Work-Stealing
Inter-node steals
are much costlier
than intra-node
steals
Intra-node
steals
Inter-node
steals
Optimized Distributed Work-Stealing. Vivek Kumar, Karthik Murthy, Vivek Sarkar and Yili Zheng. IA^3 2016

Node_X

Node_A

Our Approach

One process with a thread pool at each node

§ Use HabaneroUPC++ PGAS library for multicore cluster [Kumar et. al., PGAS
2014]

§ Several asynchronous tasking APIs

§ Provide a programming model to express irregular computation
§ Implement a high performance distributed work-stealing runtime that
completely removes all inter-node failed steal attempts

HabaneroUPC++ Programming Model
asyncAny ( [=] {
irregular_computation();
}); //distributed work-stealing

§ C++11 lambda-function based API
§ Provides serial elision and improves productivity

§Implementation
Distributed Work-Stealing Runtime
§ Two different implementations in HabaneroUPC++
§ BaselineWS
§ Uses prior work + some optimizations

§ SuccessOnlyWS
§ Extends BaselineWS by using a novel victim selection policy that
complete removes all inter-node failed steals
§ See paper for details

Extending the HPT abstraction for
heterogeneous architectures & accelerators
PL Physical memory

PL0
PL1
PL3
W0

PL2
PL4
W1

PL5
W2

PL6
W3

PL7
W4

PL8
W5

Devices (GPU or FPGA) are represented as memory
module places and agent workers
§ GPU memory configuration is fixed, while FPGA
memory can be reconfigured at runtime
§ async at(P) S
§ Creates new task to execute statement S at place P
§

PL Cache
PL GPU memory
PL Reconfigurable FPGA
Implicit data movement
Explicit data movement
Wx CPU computation worker
Wx Device agent worker

Adding Affinity Annotations for Heterogeneous
Computing to CnC-inspired Dataflow Model
D1
R1
S1
env
D2

}

Steps of type R launched
at a FPGA place

DFGL graph representation extended with
affinity annotations:
}

Steps of type S launched
at a GPU place

}

Steps D launched
at a CPU place

}

R2

}

S2
…
CPU only tasks

S2
S1

D2
D1

R2
R1

}
}

< C > :: ( D @CPU=20,GPU=10);
< C > :: ( R @GPU=5, FPGA=10);
< C > :: ( S @GPU=12);
[ IN : k-1 ] → ( D : k ) → [ IN2 : k+1 ];
[ IN2 : 2*k ] → ( R : k ) → [ IN3 : k/2 ];
[ IN3 : k ] → ( S : k ) → [ OUT : IN3[k] ];

Dedicated device queues
An instance of step R
stolen by GPU

}
CPU1

CPU2

GPU

Instances of steps D
stolen by CPU or GPU

FPGA

}

env → [ IN : { 0 .. 9 } ], < C : { 0 .. 9 } >;
[ OUT : 1 ] → env;

“Mapping a Data-Flow Programming Model onto Heterogeneous Platforms.” Alina Sbirlea, Yi Zou, Zoran Budimlic,
Jason Cong, Vivek Sarkar. LCTES 2012

Hybrid Scheduling with Heterogeneous Work Stealing
♦ Steps are compiled for execution on CPU, GPU or FPGA
§ Aim for single-source multi-target compilation!
♦ Designate a CPU core as a proxy worker for heterogeneous device
♦ Device inbox is now a concurrent queue and tasks can be stolen by
CPU or other proxy workers
Device tasks stolen by

Device tasks created from CPU
worker via
async at(gpl) IN() OUT() { … }

PL7
tail

head

tail
W4

CPU and other device
workers
Continuations stolen
by CPU workers

head

Convey HC-1ex Testbed
“Commodity” Intel Server
Intel®
Xeon®
Intel®
Processor
Xeon Quad
Core LV5408
40W TDP

Intel® I/O
Subsystem

Convey FPGA-based coprocessor

Application
Engine Hub
FPGAs
Memory XC6vlx760(AEH)
Controller80GB/s off-chip bandwidth
94W Design Power
Hub (MCH)

Memory

Application Engines
(AEs)

Memory

Convey coprocessor
Standard Intel® x86-64 Server
FPGA-based
x86-64 Linux
Tesla C1060
Shared cache-coherent memory
100GB/s off-chip bandwidth
200W TDP

Static vs Dynamic Scheduling

}
}
}

§ Static Schedule

§ Dynamic Schedule

< C > :: ( D @CPU=20,GPU=10);
< C > :: ( R @GPU=5, FPGA=10);
< C > :: ( S @GPU=12);

Experimental Results for Medical Imaging Workload
• Execution times and active energy for dynamic vs.
static scheduling on heterogeneous processors

Conclusions
§ Habanero execution model enables multiple levels of parallelism and
heterogeneity by bridging from programming models to extreme scale
systems.
§ Well-designed execution model primitives can enable synergistic
innovation across all levels of software+hardware stack
§ Habanero group is gearing up to address programming model, compiler
and runtime system challenges in Georgia Tech’s Center for Novel
Computer Hierarchies (CRNCH)

